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Applied ADO.NET: Building Data-Driven SolutionsApress, 2003
Applied ADO.NET: Building Data-Driven Solutions provides extensive  coverage of ADO.NET technology including ADO.NET internals, namespaces, classes,  and interfaces. Where most books cover only SQL and OLE DB data providers,  Mahesh Chand and David Talbot cover SQL, OLE DB, ODBC data providers and the  latest additions to ADO.NET:...
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The Definitive Guide to Building Java RobotsApress, 2005

	If you want off-the-shelf robot components, free software, and development tools, this is the book for you. You can download all the software—it’s GPL (General Public License) or Apache License—and you can purchase the components from your favorite robot supplier and/or hobby shop. The following sections outline the...
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Sams' Teach Yourself Linux in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
While this guide won't make you an expert in Linux, it will explain how to get Red Hat Linux to work and how to do basic things with it. Organized into 24 lessons that take about an hour apiece, this book helps you ensure that your system can handle Linux and walks you through the process of installing Red Hat Linux and the Xfree86 windowing...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Comprehensive in its treatment of Microsoft's latest and greatest operating system for the masses, Alan Simpson's Windows XP Bible has an answer to most "How do I..." questions that are likely to arise in the minds of Windows XP users, particularly those who aren't too familiar with recent versions of Windows. If you're going to...
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Real-Life MDA: Solving Business Problems with Model Driven Architecture (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
"The need for this book—No one has published a similar compendium of MDA case studies, making a transition to new technology is not simply a technical affair, although many of us tend to overlook this point, and the authors are superb writers. These are people who have seen a lot in the industry and have a gift for articulating important...
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Network Query Language with CDROMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn about an exciting new technology that is revolutionizing network and Internet content delivery
As the first pure language of the content engineering era, Network Query Language (NQL) is the ultimate tool for rapid and simple development of intelligent agents, bots, spiders, middleware, and scalable business-to-business content aggregation...
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EW 102: A Second Course in Electronic WarfareArtech House Publishers, 2004
Serving as a continuation of the bestselling book EW 101: A First Course in Electronic Warfare, this new volume is a second installment of popular tutorials featured in the Journal of Electronic Defense. Without delving into complex mathematics, this book gives engineers, defense contractors, managers, and government procurers a basic working...
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iPhone: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		With the iOS 6 software and the new iPhone 5, Apple has two world-class hits on its hands. This sleek, highly refined pocket computer comes with everything—cellphone, iPod, Internet, camcorder—except a printed manual. Fortunately, David Pogue is back with this expanded edition of his witty, full-color guide: the...
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MySQL/PHP Database Applications, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Learn what it takes to get data-driven Web sites up and running using PHP 5 and MySQL
The popularity of using MySQL and PHP to create organized and efficient Web sites is growing at a steady pace. MySQL has proven itself to be fast, robust, and easy to use. It works well with PHP, and it’s perfect for Web applications for simple to robust...
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Infrared Spectroscopy: Fundamentals and Applications (Analytical Techniques in the Sciences)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Analytical Techniques in the Sciences
 This series of books provides coverage of all of the major analytical techniques and their application in the most important areas of physical, life and materials science. Each text is presented in an open learning/distance learning style, in which the learning objectives are clearly identified. The...
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Learning XNA 3.0: XNA 3.0 Game Development for the PC, Xbox 360, and ZuneO'Reilly, 2008
Do you have what it takes to become a game developer? With this hands-on book, you'll learn quickly and easily how to develop computer games with Microsoft's XNA 3.0 framework-not just for your PC, but for Xbox 360 and the Microsoft Zune as well. 
  
  Written by an experienced university-level game development instructor, Learning...
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CSS: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
"Almost 500 pages of CSS help, with more than 100 pages of practical tutorials to guide you through the process of implementing and refining CSS to save you many a wasted hour. At GBP25, you'll be hard pressed to find a better guide to designing with CSS." .NET, February 2007

       Cascading Style Sheets can turn humdrum...
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